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Abstract
The rapidly growing information technology in modern days demands an efficient
searching scheme to search for desired data. Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) is a
method for searching similar data in a database. LSH achieves high accuracy and
precision for locating desired data, but consumes a significant amount of memory and
time. Based on LSH, this thesis presents two novel schemes for efficient and accurate
data searching: Locality Sensitive Hashing-SmithWaterman (LSH-SmithWaterman) and
Secure Min-wise Locality Sensitive Hashing (SMLSH).

Both methods dramatically

reduce the memory and time consumption and exhibit high accuracy in data searching.
Simulation results demonstrate the efficiency of the two schemes in comparison with LSH.
The schemes dramatically reduce overhead and yields significant improvements on the
efficiency of LSH.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Computer and digital information have dominated modern day information systems.
Major corporations and small businesses have adopted digital information systems to
keep track of their information.
Database growth has posed a challenge for efficient data searching. Imagine an
enormous library that holds million of books but lacks a simple way to search for a
desired book. As more and more information is filed away in the world, an efficient
method is increasingly needed to search and query a large database, a method whose
pursuit is driven by tremendous advances in the information field. Consider the situation
below.
A customer wants to locate the records that are similar to the query q = “Tom
Acxiom Corporation Little Rock AR” among an enormous database of business contact
information. Note that the query data is not segmented to align conveniently with fields
in the database and is incomplete. The customer submits the query “locate all records
similar to q” to the system and expects results that may help him to identify a record that
may represent a match to the fragmented contact information.
When querying a massive database, most search systems construct a set of highdimensional feature vectors for each object and then conduct a k nearest neighbors (KNN)
search [16]. However, when the dimension is very high and the dataset size is very large,
will lead to low efficiency due to the intensive computations. Other methods [17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22] that rely on a tree structure, such as kd-trees, BDD-trees and vp-trees, will
require substantial space and time [23, 24] and sometimes are even less efficient than the
linear search approach [25]. Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) is a method for searching






similar data in a database. LSH achieves high accuracy and precision for locating desired
data, but demands a significant amount of memory and time. To further enhance the
efficiency of data searching, this thesis presents two unique methods: Locality Sensitive
Hashing with Smith-Waterman and LSH with Min-Wise Independent Permutation.
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a concise review
of representative methods for information searching. Section 3 introduces LSH, analyze
its strengths and weaknesses, and evaluate its performance. Section 4 describes the
Smith-Waterman algorithm, its underlying idea, and evaluates its performance. Section 5
proposes the LSH-Smith-Waterman algorithm that integrate the strengths of both LSH
and the Smith-Waterman algorithm.  Section 6 explains SMLSH and presents its
performance evaluation. Section 7 draws conclusions and summarizes the propositions
of LSH.







CHAPTER II
RELATED WORK
Numerous methods have been proposed for information searching in a massive database.
These methods can be classified into four categories: the linear search method, the
categorized data search method, the VP-Tree indexing method, and the LSH method.
2.1 Linear Search Method
The simplest approach for querying and searching a database is the Linear Search
Method [1]. The Linear Search Method computes the distances between a query record
and all the other source records. During the computation, the method keeps track of the
record of the shortest distance. Although the Linear Search Method returns the best
record, i.e. the record with the shortest path to the query, it needs to go through every
source record, which leads to O(n) searching efficiency for n source records.
2.2 Categorized Data Search Method
One noticeable attempt to invent an efficient querying method is called the “Categorized
Data Search Method (CDS)” [2]. It requires a database to be classified and ordered before
query searching. For example, data that relate to city and country names will be grouped
into a city database and a country database respectively. CDS uses previously gained
knowledge to discern meaningful words within the query. After CDS extracts the
meaningful information from the query, it will go to the corresponding database to search
for the desired data. Therefore, if a query analysis returns a result indicating that the
query is related to a city, CDS will go directly to the city database and perform a search.
CDS reduces query response time significantly while maintaining a high success data







query ratio. However, the success of the data query depends on the accuracy of the
information extraction.
2.3 Dynamic VP-Tree Indexing Method
VP-Tree indexing [3, 4, 5, 6] is another approach that attempts to solve problems with
Nearest Neighbor Searching using tree methods. In this approach, VP-Tree sets a node as
the vantage point and uses that point to partition data subsets. Once the first vantage
point is used, VP-Tree will iterate to the next node, setting it as the vantage point, and
partition data subsets again.

Eventually, an entire dataset will be organized into a

balanced tree. The VP-Tree Nearest Neighbor Search algorithm requires a balanced VPTree and a threshold value

, using depth first [7] to search through the tree. Once the

algorithm comes to a leaf, it will search every element in the leaf to see if the element is
within the threshold distance. If the element is within the threshold distance, it will be
grouped into the Nearest Neighbor set W. Otherwise, the element will be discarded. If
the node is not a leaf, the algorithm will perform a calculation to see if the node is within
the threshold. If not, then there is no need to search through the node since the subdataset under that node is guaranteed to be outside the threshold. VP-Tree improves
searching efficiency, but is not flexible enough to handle rapid growth in data volume.
Data deletion and insertion require tree structure updates and hence lead to a high
overhead for tree maintenance.
2.4 Time-Space Efficient Locality Sensitive Hashing Method
Locally Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [8, 9] is a searching and querying scheme that is used to
find data that are identical or similar to the query data. Variations of LSH include “Pointperturbation based LSH” and “hash-perturbation based LSH” [15, 16].







The point-perturbation based LSH algorithm takes a query object and creates
several random perturbed objects that are R distance away from the query object. Then,
the algorithm unions the search results of the query with the search results of the
perturbed objects. This algorithm relies on the fact that since perturbed objects are R
distance close to the query, the resulting hash value should be relatively within the
distance as well. As a result, the bucket that contains the hash value of the perturbed
objects should include the query’s close neighbors, since perturbed objects are near the
query object. Point-perturbation’s goal is to trade time with space. It uses less hash
tables compared to the basic LSH method, but it has to check more hash buckets.
Hash perturbation based LSH (HPB LSH) differs from point-perturbation based
LSH (PPB LSH) in that HPB LSH perturbs directly on the query’s hash value instead of
on random perturbed objects. In basic LSH, the hash value of a query identifies which
bucket to which the query will be hashed. Based on this property, objects near q but not
hashed to the same bucket as q will be likely to be hashed to the nearby buckets.
Therefore, when HPB LSH perturbs on a query’s hash value, it will generate other hash
values that will point to nearby buckets that are likely to contain that query’s neighbors.
This allows HPB LSH to avoid the overhead of perturbing objects and the computation
associated with the hash functions [16], hence achieving a faster perturbation. LSH
shows promising capacity on accurate data searching, but its drawbacks are the
requirement of large memory space to store hash tables and slow searching.







CHAPTER III
LOCALITY SENSITIVE HASHING
Locally Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [8, 9] is a searching and querying scheme that is used to
find data that are identical or similar to the query data. LSH utilizes hash function
families, hash buckets, and hash tables to hash and calculate the data [13, 14]. Figure 1
shows the steps of LSH to identify similar records.

Figure 1. Steps of LSH data searching.

1. Translate records to number vectors. LSH extracts keyword tokens from all
records, and builds a list consisting of these tokens. The token list determines the
dimension of the number vector. A source record is mapped to the token list, and
if both the token list and the source record have the same token, the number
vector will print a 1 in the corresponding dimension; if not, it will print a 0.
2. Use n groups of g hash function families (each g has m hash functions) to
generate G, which consists of multiple hash buckets (i.e. rows).
3. Use hash function H1 to compute an index ID for the final hash table.
4. Use hash function H2 to compute the value Hv, which is stored in the row
indicated by the index in the final hash table.







5. For a query record q, the same operations are conducted. The records whose IDs
are the same as a given q’s ID should be similar to the record q. To further refine
the results, the distance between q and every other record is calculated. Records
whose distances are within range R will be returned.
, where w is a

The hash functions in g is generated by

specified value, and a and b are randomly generated values by an equation g(x), defined
as

. LSH has an important parameter k, the number of projections per

hash value. It represents the tradeoff between time spent in computing hash values and
time spent in the refinement stage. To improve operation efficiency, LSH divides g
evenly into two groups of hash functions, each denoted by u. Instead of a single g hash
function family, two u families are used simultaneously to generate bucket G. Since a
record usually has more than one ID before the refinement stage, the record group
discovered may contain multiples of the same record. To avoid redundant distance
calculations and to increase efficiency, for each point encountered that has the same
identity as one previously encountered, LSH does not repeat the calculation.
LSH is highly accurate in finding identical and similar data within a specified
range R; however, its biggest drawback is its significant resource consumption. LSH
requires an enormous amount of memory and needs long time to execute.
We conducted experiments on E2LSH 0.1 by MIT [8].

The dimension of the

dataset is 20,591. The number of source records was 10,000. 97 query records were
selected from source records. In the hash function
optimization value of 4 [9]. The distance threshold of R was set to 3.



, w was set to an




Figure 2. Memory cost of LSH.

Figure 2 shows the memory used for different objects in LSH. As the figure shows, the
IDs of source records occupy the most memory, followed by the hash table, and the total
memory consumed by the data search is approximately 120 million bytes.

Figure 3. Time cost of LSH.

Figure 3 demonstrates the time spent in each phase of LSH. As the figure indicates, the
time required to compute parameter k takes up most of the computation time, with the
total time adding up to approximately 1400 seconds. The time is measured in the
system’s time scale, which runs at a different rate from real world time. The real world






time needed for this computation is approximately 45 minutes to 1 hour. The results
show that LSH’s time and memory costs are so great that it is impractical for business
purposes.

Despite of its weaknesses, LSH achieves unmatchable accuracy in data

searching.

Figure 4. Success possibility of LSH.

Figure 5. Precision rate of LSH.

Success possibility is used to denote the possibility that a search scheme finds the desired
data. Figure 4 plots the success possibility of LSH. We can see that LSH found all the
desired data and similar data points except for two queries. We use precision rate to






denote the percentage of similar records in the returned records. Figure 5 plots the
precision rates of a number of queries. It illustrates that LSH’s precision rates are very
low, meaning the returned records include many undesired records. This shows that the
refinement stage of LSH is not effective in weeding out undesired records.
3.2 Binary to Decimal
The experimental results confirm that LSH performs with a high accuracy in
searching but costs a significant amount of time and memory. It can be deduced that by
reducing the length of both the source record and the query record, the amount of
memory and time for a search will be reduced significantly. One solution is to change
the binary IDs of records to decimal IDs by compressing 10 bits to one value; that is, to
translate the binary strings into decimal strings. For example, consider this binary string:
0011011011 0110110010 0010101011 0010101110 0001110101
by applying the binary to decimal method on this binary string, the string will be
translated to:
219

434

171

174

117

When this method was applied to the dataset in our simulation, the length of the
records was reduced by 10 fold, resulting in a string of approximately 2000 characters
long. Figures 6 and 7 depict the memory and time consumption, respectively, of LSH
when this compression method is used.

From these experimental results, we can

conclude that by compressing both the source and query records, much less memory and
time is consumed by a search.







Figure 6. Memory cost: BinaryToDecimal vs. LSH.

Figure 7. Time cost: BinaryToDecimal vs. LSH.







CHAPTER IV
SMITH-WATERMAN ALGORITHM
The Smith-Waterman algorithm is a well-known algorithm in the field of bioinformatics
[10] for performing local sequence alignment; that is, for determining similar regions
between two nucleotide or protein sequences. Instead of attacking the whole sequence at
once, the Smith-Waterman algorithm compares segments of all possible lengths in the
sequence and optimizes the similarity measurements.
The Smith-Waterman algorithm utilizes the power of dynamic programming in
order to realize the local alignment [11]. It first generates a distance matrix as shown in
Table 1 by using a gap penalty, or penalty subtracted when a gap is introduced, and a
substitution matrix, which describes the rate at which one character in a sequence
changes to other character states over time. Once the distance matrix is generated, SmithWaterman will find the maximum value within the matrix and trace it back until that
value drops to 0. Algorithm 1 shows the Smith-Waterman algorithm.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Algorithm 1: Pseudo code for the Smith-Waterman algorithm
---------------------------------------------------------------------1. Assigns a score to each pair of bases
Uses similarity scores
Uses positive scores for related residues
Uses negative scores for substitutions and gaps
2. Initializes edges of the matrix with zeros
3. Scores are summed in matrix. Summation is accomplished using the following
algorithm:






where A is the gap penalty, and

represents the corresponding cell within the

substitution matrix.
4. Begins the trace back at the maximum value found anywhere in the matrix
5. Continues until the score falls to 0[12].
---------------------------------------------------------------------Let’s take an example to see how Smith-Waterman algorithm works. For instance, there
are two strings:
String1: A T C A G A G T C
String2: G T C A G ------ T C A
Table 1. An example of a distance matrix of 11x10.








































































































































Gap penalty -2
Substitution Matrix:
A
A
1
C
-1
G
-1
T
-1

C
-1
1
-1
-1

G
-1
-1
1
-1




T
-1
-1
-1
1




Even though the Smith-Waterman algorithm achieves a fast running time and
consumes almost no extra memory, one major weakness is that it exhibits a slightly
higher inaccuracy in data searching compared to LSH. As shown in Figure 8, the success
possibility of Smith-Waterman algorithm is lower than that of LSH; there are a few more
query records that deviate from a 100% success rate in the former than in the latter.


Figure 8. Success possibility of Smith-Waterman alg.







CHAPTER V
COMBINATION OF LSH AND SMITH-WATERMAN
The strength of Smith-Waterman lies in the fact that it can discover the similarity
between any two strings of the same type. That is, it can discover the similarity between
two binary strings, two alphanumeric strings, or any other kind of string pairs [10, 11, 12].
With this strength in hand, the Smith-Waterman algorithm is able to simplify the first
step of LSH.
The first step of LSH is to translate records into number vectors. For a total of
20,000 tokens in a simulation dataset, each record has a number vector that is 20,000
characters in length. Because the source record file contains 10,000 of these records, the
character count will be along the lines of 200 million after it is converted to binary. It
therefore takes a significant amount of memory and time in order to store and process the
source records.
With the Smith-Waterman algorithm at our disposal, it is possible to combine it
with LSH to create a searching scheme that is fast and efficient.

We call this

combination LSH-Smith-Waterman. Instead of translating the source records into binary
strings, LSH-Smith-Waterman translates the records to IDs based on the corresponding
positions of their tokens in the token list. For example, one record is:
Li Ze |23 | male| UofA| CSCE|JBHT|345|,
and each token’s position in the token list is
Li Ze: 1678; 23:23; male:223; UofA: 897; CSCE: 9543 JBHT:9599; and 345: 345;
With the parameters above, it will generate a string of
1678|23|223|897|9543|9599|345






This string is much shorter than the binary string and will save a substantial amount of
memory and time in the search. Once the entire source file and the query file are
translated, LSH-Smith-Waterman will begin the comparison and determine similar
records. Let’s say the query record string is
Li Ting|23| female| American| UofA | CSCE |JBHT| 345|
and each token’s position in the token list is
Li Ting: 1680; 23:23; female: 224; American: 874 UofA: 897; CSCE: 9543; JBHT:
9599; 345: 345;
Then the ID of the record is: 1680|23|224|874|897|9543|9599|345
Using Smith-Waterman algorithm as the comparison scheme, we can get
1678|23|223|-----|897|9543|9599|345
1680|23|224|847|897|9543|9599|345
Similarity: (5/8=62.5%)
If the desired similarity threshold is set to 62.5%, then this query record will be
considered as similar data and returned to the user.
We also take advantage of Smith-Waterman algorithm in LSH’s regional
alignment comparison step. Specifically, we replace the distance calculation refinement
step with the algorithm to further improve LSH’s efficiency. Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12
show the memory, time, success probability and precision rate of LSH-Smith-Waterman
compared to LSH in the same simulation. As the results indicate, the LSH-SmithWaterman shows a significant improvement over LSH in terms of memory and time
reduction, and it achieves a much higher precision rate than LSH, all at the cost of a
slightly lower success possibility [29, 30, 31, 32].








Figure 9. Memory cost: LSH-Smith-Waterman vs. LSH.


Figure 10. Time cost: LSH-Smith-Waterman vs. LSH.








Figure 11. Success possibility of LSH-Smith-Waterman vs LSH.


Figure 12. Precision rate of LSH-Smith-Waterman vs LSH.







CHAPTER VI
SMLSH
SMLSH is an improved LSH scheme that combines two other methodologies: Secure
Hash Algorithm-1 (SHA-1) and Min-Wise Independent Permutation (Min-Wise).
SHA-1 is a cryptographic message digesting algorithm that takes in a message
that’s less than 264 bits long and produces a 160-bit value. SHA-1 will be able to reduce
the tremendous 0 and 1 vector into a number, therefore reducing memory consumption
significantly [26].
The formal definition of Min-Wise is given by Broder et al [27]. The definition
states that a permutation family F holds min-wise independent properties if for any
subset X and for any x in X, when p is chosen at random from F, then
Pr(min{p(X)} = p(x)) =
For the purpose of LSH, Min-Wise is utilized as a function applied to every single value
within the set, allowing the input vectors to be different lengths.
As one may notice in LSH, a significant amount of memory is needed to store the
translated source records; in the LSH scheme, translated source records mainly consist of
zeros and a few ones, but only ones are necessary for record identification purposes. In
order to reduce the amount of memory consumed by storing the identification records, we
utilize the SHA-1 function to translate a record into a 160-bit value instead of a 20,000
dimension binary record.

To hash keywords into integers, SMLSH used SHA-1’s

collision resistant property [28]. As shown in the following example, all records were
translated into uppercase letters, and then SHA-1 was executed on the translated record:







Original record: ANN | EDNA | Shelby | NC | 0541
Uppercase record: ANN | EDNA | SHELBY | NC | 0541
Hashed record: 1945773335 628111516 2140641940
2015065058 125729831
This allows SMLSH to dramatically reduce the amount of memory spent on storing the
records.
The Min-Wise independent permutation hash function can be applied to all integer

tokens within a hashed record. This methodology allows SMLSH datasets to have
different dimensions. In SMSLH, the Min-Wise independent permutation function is
defined as:
(x) = (ax + b) mod prime
where a and b are random integers, and 0 < a  prime and 0 < b  prime.
To construct the index(hashID) for final hashing, SMLSH makes n groups of m
hash values as n buckets, and performs the following XOR operation on each bucket:
hashIDi = (min{p1(S’)}XORmin{p2(S’)}XOR…XORmin{pm(S’)}
where S’ is a SHA-1 hashed integer set, 1 < i  n.
The procedure is shown as following:
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code for the indexing procedure of SMLSH.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------(1) get n groups of m values of a and b
(2) for each k[i] do //k[i] is one of the keywords of a record
(3)
using SHA-1 hash k[i] into hashK[i]
(4)
for each a[p][q] and b[p][q] do
(5)
g[p][q] = (a[p][q] _ hashK[i] + b[p][q]) mod prime
(6)
if i == 0 then
(7)
min[p][q]=g[p][q]
(8)
else if g[p][q] < min[p][q] then
(9)
min[p][q] = g[p][q]
(10)
endif






(11)
endif
(12)
endfor
(13) endfor
(14) for each hashID[j] do
(15) hashID[j]=0
(16) for each min[j][t] do
(17)
hashID[j]ˆ=min[j][t]
(18) endfor
(19) hashID[j]=hashID[j]mod tableSize
(20) insert the index of the record in the hash table
(21) endfor
end
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------SMLSH steps 2 to 19 to calculate the hashIDs for the query record. Afterward,
SMSLH will search the hash table and return all the records that correspond to the
hashID as similar records to the query record. SMLSH can also search the indices
(RhashID) that satisfy the condition | hashID[j] - RhashID |  range, thereby increasing
the number of similar records and achieving a higher accuracy.
After all similar records are extracted, SMLSH will calculate the similarity
between the similar records and the query record according to the equation:
Similarity =
Similar records that have a higher similarity percentage than the threshold will be
retained, while all other similar records that have a similarity percentage below the
threshold will be discarded.
For example,
A: Ann | Johnson | 16 | Female
B: Ann | Johnson | 20 | Female
For A, the similarity of B is






The performance comparison between LSH and SMLSH is shown in figure 10 to 13.
To summarize, SMLSH goes through the following procedure as shown below:
1. Transform each keyword in a data record into a number using SHA-1.
2. Put all data numbers through each Min-Wise function and calculate, each time
extracting the smallest value, finally getting n buckets with m values.
3. Use the XOR operation for m values in each bucket; the result is multiple
hashIDs that represent the source record are hashed into the hash table from
each of the n buckets.
4. The query goes through the same process as above and will be directed to the
corresponding hashID in the hash table for data searching [33, 34].


Figure 13. SMLSH Procedure








Figure 14. Time: LSH vs SMLSH


Figure 15. Memory: LSH vs SMLSH








Figure 16. Accuracy: LSH vs SMLSH


Figure 17. Parameters Comparison: LSH vs SMLSH







CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
An efficient data searching method is very important in a massive database. LSH
searching method has a high accuracy in searching but consumes a heavy amount of
memory space and time. By intelligently combine Min-wise Independent Permutation,
SHA-1, and Smith-Waterman into LSH, this thesis proposes LSH-Smith-Waterman and
SMLSH schemes. The schemes save a significant amount of memory and time and
achieve high searching accuracy, leading to high efficiency and effectiveness in data
searching. Simulation results show the superiority of both methods in comparison to the
original LSH method. This work was published in conferences [29, 30, 31, 32, 33].
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